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PRESIDENTS 333033.

Our efforts to recruit new members at the Garden State Festival were
rather disappointing but we do welcome those who joined and hope they
enjoy the activities of our Society (over page). .

I would like to thank all those who assisted with our stand, in
supplying their favourite ferns and spending time tending the ferns
and manning the display.

Our society can be proud that Chris and Lorraine Goudey were chosen
by the judging panel to receive an Award of Excellence far the Quality
of diaplay - originality and contribution to the industry. Chris and
Lorraine were exhibitors on the stand adjoining our Society.

Although Sunday October the 11th was decidedly damp we met the South
Australian Fern Society at Kallista and after warm greetings we lunched
together around a large log fire and then moved on to the walking track
to try to locate Cyathea merceeane. Although we were unsure at the
time further research proved the two specimens were in fact 0. mercesans.
Finally after some three hours we said farewell and our S.A. friends
moved off to vieit Bob Fletchers nursery at Seville.

Our second monogramed Society glass with Aeplenium fleccidum has proved.
very popular with just twenty left so be sure you do not miss out.

Several members are incapacitated at present Rod McConchie slipped and
broke his leg, Albert Jenkins had a mishap with a circular saw and
Derek Griffiths is in hospital recouperating after surgery, we do hope
all are soon completely recovered and fully active again.

Lorraine Hansford carried the flag for our ladies when she took over
from Derek as speaker at Mt. Macedon. She must have performed well as
she sold 18 of Dongs booklets. Well done Lorraine.

Albert Jenkins will be our speaker for November and although still
recovering from a very severe injury to his hand Albert will have a
very interesting talk for us. His assistance during the Garden State
festival was first class and I thank him most sincerely.

Pleaae note that this meeting will be at the Camberwell Elderly citizens
hall with a diagram of location on Page 3. '

Special effort winners.

1. Jean Boucher 5. Betty Allgood
2. Norma Hodges 6. Max McCalie
3. John Oliver 7. Nance Logan

4' Barry White Congratulations all I 



THURSDAY

-NOVEMBER l9-
Blherlp titigenz hall

405 Camberwell Road

CAMBERWELL
SPEAKER - ALBERT JENKINS
SUBJECT - MY WAY WITH FERNS

Albert will be bringing along some rare ferns and
telling us how he grows them an excellent night is
assured, don't miss it!!

* -l- -I- * *

Finally, please remember our membership drive. Perhaps a membership
to a frind would be a nice Christmas present.

A warm welcome to Coral & Graeme Nicholson
who attended our meeting for the first time. Keith

Hutchinson.

Kindest Regards,

CHTI.
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SPEAKER REPORT - SPEAKER: GEOFF CONNELLAN.

SENIOR LECTURER IN PLANT SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, BURNLEY
CAMPUS OF VICTORIAN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE & HORTICULTURE.

TOPIC: SOLAR HEATING OF GREENHOUSES.

Geoff commenced by saying that he would cover greenhouse
equipment and materials as well as Solar heating in his talk.

There are two methods of collecting solar energy for
greenhouses. Systems are either air based or water based.
At Burnley there are examples of both types of systems.

Geoff described a water based system used to heat a
4.3 metre wide tunnel greenhouse, (see Fig. 1). The solar
energy is collected from a collector which was constructed
by fixing small bore EPDM tubing on to a cement sheet which
had 50mm of insulation on the rear to reduce hsat losses.
The collector was inclined at approximately 40 and faced
north. The collector was covered (glazed) with a polyethylene
film to increase the collector efficiency during cold periods.

A small pump circulates the water through the collector
to the floor of the greenhouse. The heat is then released to
the gseenhouse. Typically the solar greenhouse air temperature
is 8 0 higher than outside air temperature during the coldest
part of the night (see Fig. 2). However as there is not
adequate solar radiation then the temperature in the solar
greenhouse will fall below this level unless some other form
of backup heating is used.

Care needs to be taken in the selection of solar collector
components. If for any reason the water stops flowing then the
collector can boil and be damaged due to overheating.

Geoff also described a solar air based greenhouse at
Burnley (see Fig. 3). In this greenhouse the solar energy
is collected on the roof at the southern side of the greenhouse
and the collected energy stored in rockpiles both outside the
greenhouse and also inside under the benches.

The greenhouse has a low profile shape to minimise
excessive heat losses and is covered with a double skin
polycarbonate sheet called 'Polygal'. The solar heating
system has been providing approximately 60% of the green-
house energy requirements. A desk top computer is used to
control the greenhouse and also to monitor the conditions.

Geoff also commented on the use of various materials as
internal screens in greenhouses. Materials used include
woven and spun bonded polyesters e.g. 'Marix‘. The screens
are used in two ways. In one case they are used to conserve
energy by keeping the heat in the lower part of the greenhouse.
In the other case they are used as shading screens to prevent
excessive stress on plants as a result of direct radiation.



The screens need to be white, to reflect solar radiation,
lightweight, ease to handle and fold and also to be able to
withstand the adverse conditions in the greenhouse.

Geoff also commented on the various shadecloths in use
today. It is not expected that there will be a variation in
growth due to the colour of the shadecloth as shadecloths
work by absorbing solar radiation. It is preferrable to
install the shadecloth outside the greenhouse with a gap of
approximately 300 mm to allow heat to be transferred to the
surrounding air.

He also said that it was important during the hot
summer months to allow plenty of ventilation in the green-
house and also to ensure that there is plenty of water
available. Water plays an important role in keeping down
air temperatures during extremely hot periods.

In thanking Geoff, Barry White congratulated him on his
very thorough preparation and his comprehensive coverage of
his subject. All members responded with warm acclamation.
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F/Q/ Layout of ss1ar water collector and flooded floor greenhouse test facility at

Burnley.

Continued over . . . . .
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‘hMéIIictop isanattitai p;oduct.‘_ it is the whole
3}"6G—fibrous content 0 seaweed. it is made
I; .y ascientifically deSIgried extraction
{3! processmtsh gIves a balanced easy to
‘ absorb liquid plant iood Because it is a

_ natu 'al product Maxicrop will not harm your
3‘: pie ,

\

? hat Maxicrobcontains:

rMaxicrop now containsN. P. K.((nitrogen
phosphorus and potassium) its main

I constituents are the trace elements and
natural growth factors.
Seaweed contains over sixty different trace
elements and numerous naturally occurring

‘ growth factors, many of which are known to
be important for plant growth and
development.

 

What Maxicrop does:

1. I Plants, trees. flowers, whatever you have in
- ' the garden, need balanced feeding which

hey get through roots and leaves. Maxicrop
looks after the natural root feeding but is
effective as a leaf food. This means the
nutrients are absorbed through the surface

I of the leaves. Leaf feeding is an economical
|__i1 way of supplying plants with trace elements

as the nutrients are absorbed in an
I‘ exceptionally short time

   

 

  

) Insome instances, significant amounts of a
: . particular trace element may be absorbed
i‘ ”stoma, sap stream within thirty minutes.
I .I . - some natural growthfactors are also   

Improvement in quality.

While Maxicrop increases plant health and
yield it also imprcwes the quality oi the crop.
Commercial users of Maxicrop have made
this claim. Several trials using Maxicrop
have shown that softer fruits such as
strawberries. peppers. apricots. peaches.
oranges, etc.. have significantly longer shelf
life than do fruits coming from untreated
trees. Apples benefit substantially 'In this
regard.

Reports from users of benefits accrued by
using Maxicrop include:

* improved propagation of seedlings and
cuttings.

* Stronger. healthier, more even growth
of crops.

" Greater ability to withstand stress such
as severe cold or drought.

* Better quality produce, less wastage at
harvest time and storage.

" Increased availability to crops of other
nutrients in the growing medium.

Further research continues to provide sound
answers to the value of seaweed and
horticulture Maxicrop contains all properties
that seaweed offers in a form readily
available to plants and soil.

How to apply Maxicrop.

Maxicrop. when diluted as recommended.
can be applied as a foliar treatment to the
leaves of all plants. This is often the quickest
way of giving help when It‘s most needed.
This can be done by using one of the many
types of spray units on the market.
A watering-can or hose end sprayer is
another simple means of applying Maxicrop.
The dilution rates applicable to this leaflet
reler to Maxicrop Plant and Soil. If applying
Maxicrop Complex or Multiple Concentrate
use three times the amount of water shown.
A more detailed leaflet on the uses of
Maxicrop Complex and Multiple Concentrate
is available on request.
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ASPLENIUM PALEACEUM - MT. PERRY FORM

Rod Pattison writes of his diseovery of this interesting
form of Asplenium Paleaceum on Mt. Perry Qld. During his

field trip in the wide bay — Burnett Region — he collected
other similar forms of asplenium and initially thought

that they and the Mt. Perry find were perhaps variations
of Asplenium Attenuatum Multilobum (which canbe lobed

entire) or in some instances even new species. However on
closer examination he noticed their course texture and

dull green colour which did not seem to accord with the
smooth textured Attenuatum and its varients.

Rod then approached Peter Bostock of the Old University
Botany Department hoping he may be able to assist with

identification of the specimens collected. Peter kindly
responded with the following notes.

A note on the identification 0+ Asglenium attenuatun and fl;
galeaceun.

 

Peter D. Bostsck. Botany Dept, University of Queensland.
1.

Rod Psttisnn has asked for my opinion on the identity 0+ his

collections 0+ Asgtefltgm +rom southern Queensland (particularly
the wide Bay - Burnett region, west 0+ Bundaberg) on a number 0+
occasions, and I have D+ten 'hedged my bet’ on whether the

plants in question were A. paleaceum or A. attenuatum. I have
recently seen (and collected) same of these forms, including a

bipinnate A. galeaceum, and when Rod suggested that I compile a

note on the di++icuities experienced in identifying the species,
I decided to take a +resh look at the problem.

The species appear at +irst to be +airly easily distinguished,

particularly when +orms 0+ A. attenuatum which have unlobed
+ronds (var. lflgigisum) or only a +ew lobes at the base o+ the

lamina (var. attenuatum) are compared with the typical form 0+

A. Ealeaceum. But when the frond 0+ A. attenuatum is +uliy _

pinnately—lobed and the drawn-nut rhachis 0+ the frond has only

a very narrow border 0+ lamina, the boundary between the two

species becomes blurred. Published descriptions and

illustrations (see references below) do not cover the +ull range
n+ variation in these apparently closely-releted species.

The southern limit 0+ A. galeaceum is reached in the wide Bay —

Burnett region. In this area fi;_paleaceum is found in a +ew
semi-evergreen vine thickets, while A. attenuetum is a common
fern in similar habitats thrDughDut the region. Both species

exhibit great variation in frond form and at first glance, there

seems to be an interghading between the 'ciassicai' +Drm 0+ g;

Qaleaceum and the pinnateiy~iobed forms 0+ A. attenuetum. But

some morphological di++erences are discerhable, and I have

listed them in the table below. The table is based on plants

with pinnate or pinnati+id fronds, and covers coliectiuns from

the abnve-mentioned area of southern aid as well as north

Queensland specimens held in the Queensland Herbarium. The
description 0+ the lamina 0+ A. Qalgggggm as 'dull dark-green
prominently striated' +ollaws the terminology of Jones and

Clemesha (IPBII.



Microscopic characters, including scales o+ rhizome, rhachis and

lamina and the ornamentation o+ the perispore (outermost spore

wall} may prove heip+u1 but I have not accumulated enough data

at present to assess their worth. I would appreciate comments on

the use+ulhess or otherwise of the tabulated differences or on

other characters which people may be using to distinguish the

species; pressed +ronds +rom plants 0+ known localities would

also be greatly appreciated.

apex of Frond

leaflets

REFERENCES.

Baiiev F.N.
Queensland

Bailey F.M.

attenuatum

usually tong, drawn—

out tail with some

lamina attached & a

bud present at the
tip

lack a distinct pet~
iole on most lobes

(the lamina +orms

a pseudo-petiole)

leailet

indistinct

midrib of

absent or

leaflet margins not

dentate or only

bluntly 50

lowest leaflets ca.

oblong/circular

lamina glossy dark-

green, not striated

above.

1881.

species. Brisbane:

1883.

Govt Prihter.

Bailey F.N.

Brisbane:

Bailey F.H.

1892. Lithograms of the

Govt Printer.

1902.

Printer.

Jones D.L.

allies.

Puttock C.F.

taxonom-

305—22

and Tlemesha 3.0.

Fdh 2. Sydney:

ahi Quinn C.J.

1981.

Reed.

1980.

The tern world of Australia,

The Queensland Flora.

Australian

aleaceum

has terminal,iea+let

UR drawn-out naked

primary rhachis

with a bud near

the tip

true petiole present on
most lea+lets (petiole

not winged)

midrib usually present

although not strongly

di++erentiated

leatlet margins o+ten
with acicular teeth

lowest leaflets obscurely

three«iobed

lamina dull dark—green,

prominently striated

above.

with homes of the

Gordon and Gotch.

A synopsis of the Queensland +lora. Brisbane:

Terns of Queensland.

Part VI. Brisbane: Govt

ferns and +ern

Perispore morphology and the
of the Australian Aspleniaceae. Aust. J. Bot. 28:



 

Maxicrop
“Goodness from the sea”

Contains over 60 elements and minerals

Sate and easy to use.

Made {mm fresh growing seaweed.

Ideally suited For terns

Maxicrop is available From
miniseries and other places
where gaxden products are solid.

‘ Maxicrop
41375 Bayswater Rd.. Bayswater. Vic. 3153.

. Bayswster, Vic. 3153. Tel. Melb. e03) 720 2200   
On behalf of our Fern Society I would like to thank

BILL ROBERTS OF ROSANNA GARDEN SUPPLIES for loaning

several rolls of roll-a—paek edging for our stand

at the show. I would also recommend a call at his

Nursery opposite Rosanna Railway Station for any

garden needs as his friendly advice and excellent

service is becoming well known.

The Editor.

BUXERS' GUIDE TO FERN NURSERIES.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

JIM & BERYL GEEKIE FERN NURSERY

Wholesale - Retail
6 Nelson Street
Thornleigh 2120
Phone: (02) 34 2634
By Appointment

QUEENELAHD.

MORANS HIGHWAY NURSERY

Box 467, Woonbye, 4559
1 km north of Big Pineapple
Turn right into Kell Road, Weombye
Wholesale & Retail
Phone: (071) 42 1613

MARLEY'S FEHHS.

S Seaview Street
Mt. Kuring-gai 2080
Phone: (02) 457 9168 



D I A R I D A T E S .

VENUE - CAMBERWELL ELDERLY CITIZENS HALL
405 Csmberwell Road, Camberwell.

NOVEMBER: 19th Thursday 7 ALBERT JENKINS
SUBJECT: "My way with ferns“

DECEMBER: 10th Thursday - MARY FROST and Dorothy Forte
SUBJECT: Nephrolep is

NOTE. In the event of a power strike on the evening
or any meeting, we regret that the meeting
must be cancelled.

EQIERS' GUIDE TO FERN NURSERIES.

XEEIQEIAL VICTORIA.

IIILEQEQQ‘IinAtiTfiflfitwgflfillg. MT. EVELYN FERN CENTRE.
Main Road, Emerald, Victoria ‘ 63 York Road,
Closed Mondays. Mt. Evelyn
A.H. (059) 68 48 58 (Mail orders welcome)
Retail Phone: 736 1729

 

fltfiflflu9§hfl" ALLANS FLAT PLANT FARM.
Garfield North, Victoria Tomkins Lane.
Ferns - ‘I'HlUlBBfllO 3: "Gtflll Allans Flat.

Visitors welcome , (25 km south of Wodonga on the
Phone: (056) 29 2375 Iackandandah Rd)

' Specialising in ferns and
'§§A§£§tl§uflgfl§fifli Indoor plants.
'95 Warrandyte'Road, Open daily (except Wednesday)

Donoaster East and all public holidays.
Phone: (03) 844 3335 Phone (060) 27 1375.

QQOL WATERS FERN NURSERY. 312§§_EQAQ_E§EE§EI-
WEEAPROINAH. 3237

Beach Forest 3237 Specialising in Otway Native Ferns

Phone: (052) 37 3283 Wholesale and Retail

Specialising in cool climate Phone (052) 359 383
native ferns.

 

(Wholesale Propagators)

EHEIEEBEI$EQE-
Cnr. Princes Hwy. and Potters Rd.
Longwarry nth. rh. (056) 299364
40 “in. from Dandenong.
Melway map 256 T6 open 7 days

BilémfisIEEEEQE§B§_EEBHIHHB§EEX
62 Walker Road, Seville, 3139
Phone: (059) 64 4680
(look for sign on Warburton Highway
300 m east of Seville Shopping Centre)
(Closed Tuesdays except Public Holidays)

AHEEBAk_EEE§§-
(Wholesale propagators)
Specialising in supplying retail

nurseries with a wide range of hardy

ferns - no tubes.
Phone: - 052 823084 


